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Abstract
The evolution of the blockchain is very similar to the evolution of the internet. The use of
blockchain technologies in many industries and in the appearance of even more efficient
blockchain protocols leads to the replacement of centralized proprietary services with
decentralized open ones; trusted parties are replaced with verifiable computations;
brittle location addresses are replaced with resilient content addresses; inefficient
monolithic services are being replaced with peer-to-peer algorithmic markets.
Technological mini-revolutions are constantly taking place in the field of decentralized
financial services (DeFi), in the field of fixing property rights and its further transfer in
the form of cryptographic "non-fungible tokens" (NFT), and with the advent of Fozeus
ecosystem, a Global revolution will occur, which will bring masses of users and unite
them into a single whole with this ecosystem.
Despite the high promises, the creation of a decentralized, secure and scalable public
blockchain proved to be a difficult task for predecessors, the novel Fozeus ecosystem
propose a solution to justify high trust through a group of its products that will shape
this unique ecosystem through constant and continuous interaction with each other.
This document:
(a) Introduces the novel Fozeus ecosystem
(b) Describes the definition and theory behind that ecosystem
(c) Introduces a group of products that form Fozeus ecosystem and their interactions
(d) Explaining the different aspects of the implementation of those products
(e) Formalizes the impact of introducing novel ecosystem on the community
Note: Fozeus is a work in progress. Active research is under way, and new versions of
this paper will appear at https://fozeus.io. For comments and suggestions, contact us at
support@fozeus.io.
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Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION
YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
The Fozeus Whitepaper has been published and issued for informational purposes only
and is required to be read alongside the Terms if the prospective purchaser plans to use
any of the Fozeus ecosystem products.
This Whitepaper is a working document and is subject to changes and errors. Any
purchase or use of services from Fozeus creates a binding arbitration agreement
between Fozeus and the user/purchaser as the Terms are outlined.
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus for the purposes of [Directive
2003/71/EEC, and the amending directive 2010/73/EU] [Regulation (EU) 2017/1129], and is
not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investments in
securities in any jurisdiction.
The purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide potential purchasers with the information
on Fozeus ecosystem to allow the purchasers to make their own decision as to whether
or not it wishes to proceed to purchase FZS Tokens and use any of the Fozeus ecosystem
products.
This Whitepaper does not constitute an offer or invitation, or any other sale or purchase
of shares, securities, or any of the assets. Any possession of FZS shall not grant any
rights in any form to the user, including but not limited to any rights of ownership,
interest, profit, redemption, property or intellectual property, decision making, or any
other such rights, such as any rights of financial or legal nature, in Fozeus the
corporation or its affiliates. FZS may be used for protocol and ecosystem governance
which has no bearing to the corporation or its affiliates.
Fozeus does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation,
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and
completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. Fozeus does not
guarantee or warrant the site will be uninterrupted, without delay, error-free, omissionfree, or free of viruses. Therefore, the information is provided “as is” without warranties
of any kind, express or implied, including accuracy, timeliness and completeness.
This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted
to any country where distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or
restricted. No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated
without including this section.
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Risks
You acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with purchasing
FZS, holding FZS, and using FZS for participation in the Fozeus ecosystem. In the worst
scenario, this could lead to the loss of all or part of the FZS which had been purchased.
IF YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE FZS, YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE, ACCEPT AND
ASSUME THE FOLLOWING RISKS:
1. Uncertain Regulations and Enforcement Actions
The regulatory status of FZS is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. The regulation
of virtual currencies has become a primary target of regulation in all major countries in
the world. It is impossible to predict how, when or whether regulatory agencies may
apply existing regulations or create new regulations with respect to such technology
and its applications, including FZS and/or the Fozeus ecosystem. Regulatory actions
could negatively impact FZS and/or the Fozeus ecosystem in various ways. The
Foundation, the Distributor (or their respective affiliates) may cease operations in a
jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it
illegal to operate in such jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the
necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. After consulting with a
wide range of legal advisors and continuous analysis of the development and legal
structure of virtual currencies, a cautious approach will be applied towards the sale of
FZS. Therefore, for the token sale, the sale strategy may be constantly adjusted in order
to avoid relevant legal risks as much as possible.
2. Inadequate disclosure of information
As at the date hereof, the Fozeus ecosystem is still under development and its design
concepts, codes, and other technical details and parameters may be constantly and
frequently updated and changed. Although this white paper contains the most current
information relating to the Fozeus ecosystem, it is not absolutely complete and may still
be adjusted and updated by the Fozeus team from time to time. The Fozeus team has no
ability and obligation to keep holders of FZS informed of every detail (including
development progress and expected milestones) regarding the project to develop the
Fozeus ecosystem, hence insufficient information disclosure is inevitable and
reasonable.
3. Competitors
Various types of crypto management platforms and ecosystems are emerging at a rapid
rate, and the industry is increasingly competitive. It is possible that alternative parties
could be established that utilize the same or similar code and protocol underlying the
Fozeus ecosystem and attempt to re-create similar facilities. The Fozeus ecosystem
may be required to compete with these alternative parties, which could negatively
impact FZS and/or the Fozeus ecosystem.
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4. Loss of Talent
The development of the Fozeus ecosystem greatly depends on the continued cooperation of the existing technical team and expert consultants, who are highly
knowledgeable and experienced in their respective sectors. The loss of any member
may adversely affect the Fozeus ecosystem or its future development. Further, stability
and cohesion within the team is critical to the overall development of the Fozeus
ecosystem. There is the possibility that conflict within the team and/or departure of core
personnel may occur, resulting in negative influence on the project in the future.
5. Failure to develop
There is the risk that the development of the Fozeus ecosystem will not be executed or
implemented as planned, for a variety of reasons, including without limitation the event
of a decline in the prices of any digital asset, virtual currency or FZS, unforeseen
technical difficulties, and shortage of development funds for activities.
6. Security weaknesses
Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with FZS
and/or the Fozeus ecosystem in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware
attacks, phishing attacks, supply chain attacks, and brutal attacks. Furthermore, there
is a risk that a third party or a member of the Foundation, the Distributor or their
respective affiliates may intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the
core infrastructure of FZS and/or the Fozeus ecosystem, which could negatively affect
FZS and/or the Fozeus ecosystem.
Further, the future of cryptography and security innovations are highly unpredictable
and advances in cryptography, or technical advances (including without limitation
development of quantum computing), could present unknown risks to FZS and/or the
Fozeus ecosystem by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism
that underpins that blockchain protocol.
7. Other risks
In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned above are not exhaustive and there are
other risks associated with your purchase, holding and use of FZS, including those that
the Foundation or the Distributor cannot anticipate. Such risks may further materialize
as unanticipated variations or combinations of the aforementioned risks. You should
conduct full due diligence on the Foundation, the Distributor, their respective affiliates,
and the Fozeus team, as well as understand the overall framework, mission and vision
for the Fozeus ecosystem prior to purchasing FZS.
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Vision
The vision of the Fozeus is to create new standards of living, new employment
opportunities that allows to fight poverty and increase the level of financial freedom
through the products of the ecosystem and the global involvement in these products. A
decentralized ecosystem offers the most promising path to realize our vision of digital
assets and services for daily life.
As a company, Fozeus has found a sustainable monetization model that doesn't
compromise user experience or privacy. Rather than opting for mass display advertising
or selling consumer data, Fozeus opted to adopt a decentralized organizational model,
modularizing the data storage of the ecosystem's main engine, the social media and
social networking platform – Fozeus.com. In close interaction with other products of
ecosystem, its goal is to foster the development of a fair and open ecosystem of digital
services. Fozeus prefers to be part of an economy that will be created in conjunction
with the community and focused entirely on the needs of users.
In order to create an ecosystem that is not only open and decentralized, but also more
attractive than what the market offers today, Fozeus must create a series of new
products, services and systems. Building a decentralized system is a complex process,
and the transition to it must be carried out in a balanced and responsible manner over
time. The following sections of this document outline Fozeus' plan to launch a completely
new ecosystem: the novel Fozeus ecosystem.

Mission
In a centralized financial system, governments can manipulate it to financially censor
their citizens by freezing accounts, removing funds, denying access to payment systems
or devaluing their own currency which leads to a hyperinflation.
A web of a few centralized entities which control the global financial market is a big risk.
The dependencies can cause a domino effect and one bank after another has to be bailed
out by the Governments with billion infusions to limit the damage. The ones that lose the
most are always the poorest. All these risks & drawbacks have been well-known but
without a real alternative there was no choice but to continue with the current system.
That is about to change.
The proliferation of smartphones & internet access combined with the development of
decentralized technologies like Blockchain is enabling us to completely overhaul the
current global financial system & replace it with a new financial ecosystem which is fair,
equitable & accessible to all.
We believe that novel Fozeus ecosystem would be a powerful solution to the abovementioned problem. Ecosystem is envisioned as a list of its products that interact with
each other and form this system – digital services and applications driven by the
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community – that adopt the FZS cryptocurrency. The novel Fozeus ecosystem is intended
as an independent and democratic governance body for the members of this ecosystem.
The principal functions of the novel Fozeus ecosystem will include the open governance
of its resources together with other ecosystem products; the support and advancement
of the technology related to FZS implementation; and all matters related to ecosystem
membership, including the Fozeus franchise program.
The Fozeus ecosystem mission is to grow an open ecosystem of digital services that
consumers can easily explore and find value in, while giving developers an open and
sustainable platform to develop, deliver, and enhance those services and not just to
attract users, but improve their standard of living by granting a financial freedom.

Values
“Dream big. It's the first step to success. Just like that saying, shoot for the moon, even
if you miss you'll land among the stars. So aim high, aim higher than you ever thought
you could because if it just wasn't meant to be, you'll still shine.”
We think big enough and take smart risks to do things that never been done before. Our
team is not afraid to make tough choices that align with our long-term objectives and
we know that it is always seems impossible until it’s done.
We are ready, willing and able to take our community on a trip from idea to completion,
as well as everything in between. Ladies and gentlemen, fasten your seat belts! We’re
setting off on a journey that will change the world!

Target Audience
Any successful business or product needs to understand its target audience. Based on
the experience and researches of our team, we would like to highlight 4 main portraits
of crypto investors with whom we plan to work.
Crypto investor “For Fun”
Perhaps this is the largest group of people in terms of numbers, and every day there
are more and more such investors. The majority of “For Fun” investors are from
developing countries - a layer of tech-savvy office workers who have small amounts of
savings that they would be happy to invest in, but difficult to do that into a traditional
business.
This group of investors know what is blockchain, cryptocurrency and DeFi; they will keep
the conversation going in the elevator; they are up to date with the latest news because
they regularly check cryptocurrency news portals.
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We are taking in account that for them, advertising activity and recommendations in
publics play an important role. They rarely study the whitepaper, more often they look
at it and the project site diagonally, so it is better for someone to retell the information
from there in an "easily consumed form". Fozeus lightpaper would be prepared for them.
Geek enthusiast
A person who has been brewing in the "cryptoindustry" for several years and has
already managed to get up well in activities related to blockchain and cryptocurrency.
Geek enthusiasts believe in the very idea of cryptocurrencies and promote it in every
possible way - they are also called blockchain evangelists.
The most interesting thing is that most of them are simple, modest guys who do not
boast of their successes, and in the support chat you will not be able to immediately
distinguish them from “For Fun” investors. But unlike the first ones, they are well versed
in projects. In our opinion, to work with this group of people, it is important not only to
have a valuable product, but a product with value for the crypto community, what novel
Fozeus ecosystem we believe would bring.
Whales
Professional investors and investment funds that specialize in financial assets. These
people have teams of analysts at their disposal to track and study interesting projects
on the market. They carefully study the whitepaper, the team working on the project, and
the activity in the communities. They have checklists by which they evaluate projects.
We plan to meet with this group of investors in person and obtain consent for the
investment in advance orally, through a whitelist or a formalized written agreement.
Classic investors
Oddly enough it may seem, but you should not discount classic investors who are not
new to investing, but have not yet been drawn into the crypto industry. Many of them are
stopped from participating in crypto projects by technical difficulties and
misunderstanding of the very sphere of cryptocurrencies, blockchain and crypto
investments.
For this type of investors, we will prepare a detailed video and detailed material with
screenshots of how to buy Fozeus Coin (FZS) tokens. This can be extremely useful, by
the way, not only for classic investors, but also simply for beginners in crypto-investing.
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Introduction
The advent of the internet and mobile broadband has empowered billions of people
globally by providing access to the world’s knowledge and information, high-fidelity
communications, and a wide range of lower-cost, more convenient services. These
services are now accessible almost anywhere in the world.
Today, we are witnessing the next evolutionary leap: the assimilation of economic value
into communication systems. Digital services such social media and online payments
have come to play a fundamental role in our daily lives, influencing not only our
consumption behaviors, but also our discourse, politics, and methods of value exchange.
Our digital communications platforms are becoming the most important media in the
ongoing development of a global economy.
Blockchains have a number of unique properties that can potentially address some of
the problems of accessibility and trustworthiness. Economic value and governance are
distributed among the network’s stakeholders rather than concentrated in a single and
centralized organization. The stakeholders are its founders, investors, supporters,
custodians, operators and, most importantly, its consumers. In these systems, economic
value created by the decentralized organization is distributed among all participants,
ensuring that the users who create it are compensated for their efforts.
Humanity would be well served by a digital ecosystem that fosters direct economic
relationships between developers, creators, and consumers, with value and governance
shared among the participants. Such an ecosystem would offer consumers a set of rich,
diverse, and open digital services that put the user experience first.
To safeguard the key tenets of a market-based economy and prolong innovation in the
technology sector, we believe the time is right for a novel ecosystem for digital
communications and commerce that delivers more power to developers and consumers.
We would make all possible to combine the best aspects of blockchain-based
technological innovation — distributed governance, open access, and security — with a
robust compliance and regulatory framework. Developers, merchants, and consumers
benefit from the compliance and security that is built into the Fozeus ecosystem.
Technological innovation conducted in collaboration with the financial sector, including
regulators and experts across a variety of industries, is the only way to ensure that a
sustainable, secure, and trusted framework underpins this new system. And this
approach can deliver a giant leap forward toward a lower-cost, more accessible, more
connected global financial system.
With community support, Fozeus will build a universe-class ecosystem, powering the
stable future of crypto finance and its users wealth.
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Fozeus Ecosystem
The Fozeus ecosystem would consist of a list of its products that interact with each other
and form this system. These products would be linked together through blockchain
technology and complement each other’s existence.
Novel Fozeus ecosystem is positioned as the only one of its kind that has no competitors.
FZS will be in the center of a new digital economy inside that ecosystem, driving demand
and fundamental value for the cryptocurrency. Its resulting value will enable the launch
of an economic incentive mechanism, to further grow the ecosystem.
Fozeus would invest heavily in developing its ecosystem which would be supported with
a giant community of its own social media and social networking platform with the same
name - Fozeus.com. The main objective of a company has always been to increase the
intrinsic value of its currency and trading technologies, as well as taking the adoption of
cryptocurrencies to an unseen level.
All transactions would be on the blockchain. According to a strategy of a company we
plan to announce at least one ready to use product or subproduct monthly, starting from
November 2021. You can learn the full strategy in our space map. We will constantly add
and update our space map to keep you informed.
The sections below describe detailed information about each product that is part of the
ecosystem with a planned entry date until the end of 2022. This part of the products
would be the core of the novel Fozeus ecosystem, which in the future would be
overgrown with a huge number of sub-products.

Fozeus Coin (FZS)
Fozeus Coin (FZS) would be a payment token for the novel Fozeus ecosystem products,
such as Fozeus social media and social networking platform, Fozeus NFT marketplace,
Fozeus exchange and many more, with very low fees and global transactions.
Introduction
Fozeus Coin (FZS) is planned to be a giant community-driven asset built to power the
novel Fozeus ecosystem and govern the community. Fozeus Coin (FZS) progress is
intended to create a broader range of network effects using its own social media and
social networking platform - Fozeus.com. Rather than limiting itself to a single solution,
Fozeus Coin (FZS) intertwines many decentralized markets and instruments. The core
products would include a social media and social networking platform, NFT marketplace,
decentralized exchange with a wide range of yield instruments.
The main goal is to solve global transactions problem with the integration of our
platform into the daily life of every inhabitant of this planet. Thanks to advanced
technologies and great market influence, we believe that one global currency would
make our life easier, the transactions safer with lowest transaction fees and quick
transaction time.
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Technology
Fozeus issued its own token called the Fozeus Coin, with FZS as the ticker. The token is
running natively on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) with BEP-20. A strict limit of 100
billion FZS was created and never to be increased. (Contract address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xfc225919d42999d23de3b80ced99f427f97e779a)
The FZS token itself has multiple forms of utility, essentially being the underlying gas
that powers the Fozeus ecosystem.
Allocation
Fozeus tokenomics plan was developed and drawn up with the participation of leading
experts in the field of cryptocurrencies and macroeconomics. Every single distribution
takes place on the basis of a contract to specific crypto wallet addresses, which are
fixed by the contract, what provides a secure overview for the investors and token
holders.

Token Allocation

Allocation (%)

Amount (FZS)

Ecosystem Growth

30.00 %

30,000,000,000

2 years vesting, half year cliff,
linear unlock starting from the 1st
year

Reserve fund

20.00 %

20,000,000,000

3 years vesting, 10% release at
TGE, half year cliff, linear unlock
starting from the 1st year

Research &
Development

10.00 %

10,000,000,000

2 years vesting, 30% release at
TGE, linear unlock starting from
the 1st year

Branding & Marketing

10.00 %

10,000,000,000

1 year vesting, 50% release at TGE,
linear unlock from the 1st year

Exchange listings

7.00 %

7,000,000,000

100% release at TGE

Strategic

5.00 %

5,000,000,000

100% release at TGE

15.00 %

15,000,000,000

1 year vesting, 1 month cliff, linear
unlock starting from the 2nd month

3.00 %

3,000,000,000

3 years vesting, 1 year cliff, linear
unlock starting from the 2nd year

Franchise Program
Team

Vesting Schedule
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Why buy Fozeus Coin (FZS) tokens at TGE
•

•

•

The main settlement currency of the novel Fozeus ecosystem would be Fozeus
Coin (FZS). Thus, the holders of this token will become a full-fledged members of
novel Fozeus ecosystem and will receive benefits from owning the tokens, such
as low payment fees for transactions, possibility to multiply savings with a wide
range of yield instruments and many more.
Due to the company's huge investments in increasing the ecosystem community,
as well as in the engine of that ecosystem – social media and social networking
platform - fozeus.com, the FZS liquidity would reach unprecedented heights and
would lead the list of the most demanded tokens.
As in the stock market, when issuing shares of a company, in our case these are
tokens, the price at the initial trading is always lower, which makes it possible for
potential investors to significantly increase their investments later.

Fozeus Wallet
Fozeus Wallet would be a gateway to brand new digital currency services to make life
easier. Users would have an opportunity to use Fozeus Wallet to buy, sell, and trade
crypto. At the same time, users would have an opportunity to make bank transfers to
and from own Fozeus Wallet IBAN. An option of paying bills in crypto, and even spending
crypto in stores and online would take place. Best of all, users would have an access to
all of it from their mobile.

Fozeus Franchise Program
As the franchising represents an attractive means for expansion, Fozeus Franchise
Program would give an amazing opportunity for every franchisee to start their own
financial freedom as a business with a concept where the franchisor earns not on the
franchisee, but with him. The more successful and efficient each franchisee works, the
more successful the entire network and, ultimately, the franchisor himself.
Fozeus Franchise Program offers a great advantage, when you use it to its full potential.
Fozeus Franchise program enable franchises to leverage their traffic and customer
base in order to profit from e-commerce while merchants benefit from increased
exposure and sales.

Fozeus Pool
Fozeus Pool is a game-changing innovation and additional subproduct for franchisees
to multiply investments and increase returns. This product is a fundamental part of
Fozeus Franchise Program where returns depends directly on the amount invested.
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Fozeus NFT Marketplace
Fozeus NFT Marketplace would bring together artists, creators, and crypto enthusiasts
on a single platform to create and trade top NFTs. The plan is to become the largest NFT
marketplace in the universe.
A team of professionals, who are directly related to a modern art and have an impact on
the world community in this area, would help us to achieve this plan rewarding the
society with a wonderful pieces of art.

Fozeus Social Media and Social Networking Platform
The one and only of its kind social media and social networking platform with all its
features, that would allow its users to enter in the World of Crypto easily, with no
analogues, divided into modules which would be fully prepared to complete
decentralization.
Introduction
Fozeus Social Media and Social Networking platform would be made by the people and
for the people, so that there won’t be any needs to use another platform to fill all your
daily needs. From simple relationship building, dating, chatting, posting short and long
videos, creating group voice or video calls to business and communities. However, the
icing on the cake is that the platform opens the door to cryptocurrency world and a life
of financial freedom. Platform would have its own inner website currency, called Fozeus
Points (FZSP), which would be earned and used as an inner website currency or
transferred to FZS token and used on Fozeus Exchange, Fozeus NFT Marketplace or
simply as a payment with Fozeus Payment Card at your local store.
Technology
Fozeus Social Media and Social Networking platform has no analogues and is one of its
kind. Platform would be divided into modules and would be fully prepared for
decentralization.
Unlike other platforms, Fozeus social media and social networking platform respects
and values the time of its users by rewarding them for their activity with Fozeus Points
(FZSP), that will be able to be used both within the platform and converted into tokens
and used throughout the ecosystem and even beyond.
The exchange rate of the Fozeus Points (FZSP) will be one to one to the Fozeus Coin
(FZS) token. The Fozeus Points (FZSP) are created in order to prevent fraudulent
schemes and hacker attacks from outside on the main fuel of the ecosystem.
Future
Company would focus on building a giant community inside Fozeus Ecosystem,
especially using an ecosystem product such as Fozeus social media and social
networking platform. The platform would meet all users needs and moreover, the
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platform would create a financial freedom for all its users with little effort but great
impact. The platform will create a huge number of so-called workplaces, where each
user will decide for himself how long he wants to work, at what time to start and finish,
and moreover, enjoy the work, because it does not tie to your location.

Fozeus Pay
Pay and get paid with crypto. Fozeus Pay would be a contactless, borderless and secure
cryptocurrency payment technology designed by Fozeus. Shop with crypto or send
crypto to friends and family worldwide. The payment with Fozeus pay would be same
easy as sending a message.

Fozeus Payment Card
With the Fozeus Card, you would have a possibility to spend your favorite
cryptocurrencies* at more than 80 million merchants worldwide. Just transfer crypto
from your spot wallet to your funding wallet, and you're ready to go. Spend your crypto
anytime, anywhere.

Fozeus Games
As competitive video games and esports continue to integrate into popular culture,
global investors, brands, and media outlets are all paying attention. Consumers are as
well. In fact, there will be around 27 million monthly esports viewers in 2021, up 11.4%
from 2020, according to our estimates. Fozeus Games plans to start with a blockchainbased eSports video games, enabling players to gather their friends, form teams and
battle with others in a competitive environment, while also earning rewards for
developing and applying their skills.

Fozeus Exchange
As giant community-driven ecosystem, Fozeus plans to create own exchange, where
trading would be easy and simple. You can buy high-cap cryptocurrencies, sell them,
trade them for other crypto, or send them to other wallets, all within the one platform.
The exchange is end-to-end encrypted and you can connect your funds to a crypto debit
card to spend them anywhere. The Fozeus cryptocurrency exchange would support most
top cryptos as well as the stable coins to help you avoid market volatility.
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Space map
Q1 2021:
•
•

Big Bang
Idea and concept creation

Q2 2021:
•
•
•

Research, strategic plan and team assemble
Applying for a cryptocurrency license
Building novel Fozeus ecosystem

Q3 2021:
•
•
•
•

Whitepaper V.1.0
Fozeus ecosystem educational website launch
Fozeus Coin (FZS) token launch
Certik audit

Q4 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public sale
CoinSwap.space listing
PancakeSwap listing
Uniswap listing
Coingecko circulation API
Coingecko listing
CoinMarketCap circulation API
CoinMarketCap listing
CoinMarketCap Self-Reporting
Nomics circulation API
Nomics listing
Fozeus Wallet launch
Fozeus Franchise Program launch
Fozeus NFT Marketplace launch

Q1 2022
•
•
•

Fozeus Social Media Platform launch
Fozeus Ecosystem subproducts launch
Fozeus Major Exchanges listing

Q2 2022
•
•

Fozeus Pay launch
Fozeus Ecosystem subproducts launch

Q3 2022
•
•

Fozeus Payment Card launch
Fozeus Games launch
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Conclusion
The company’s heritage would be built on ecosystem where all products of that
ecosystem would interact with each other and form that system. The products would be
linked together through blockchain technology and complement each other’s existence.
Novel Fozeus ecosystem's legacy will be in catalyzing a new, decentralized ecosystem
of digital services for daily life. With a new cryptocurrency at its center, this ecosystem
will be open and sustainable while putting users first.
Fozeus will pioneer a new economic model for digital services that empowers
consumers instead of selling their attention and data to advertisers. In doing so, the
company believes that the world will take great strides toward breaking up the
centralizing powers possessed by the largest players in the technology industry today.
With the aim of fostering a vibrant economy based around the Fozeus cryptocurrency,
the company will pledge all its resources to make FZS the primary transaction currency
in its ecosystem and promote it services to its millions of users. It will establish the
company to manage and encourage growth of the novel Fozeus ecosystem, what would
incentivize developers and creators to make new products and services.
The FZS cryptocurrency will be built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), initially using a
hybrid on-chain and off-chain technology solution, with the goal of eventually
transitioning to a fully decentralized and autonomous system. This cryptocurrency will
be used to compensate ecosystem partners based on each service’s contribution to FZS'
overall growth. The company will allow the cryptocurrency to become platformagnostic, but Fozeus will leverage its large existing user base to drive mass adoption.
As a result, FZS can scale to meet the interoperability demands of modern applications
and become the basis for a new form of monetization.
Through this vision, FZS will bring to fruition a new era of decentralized community
ownership, enabling a vibrant ecosystem of digital services that power daily life.
We would be grateful for the engagement and commitment of organizations and
individuals in helping define this opportunity for the world. We are fully committed to the
mission and are eager to begin delivering on it.
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